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ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY OF THE UNSYMMETRIC MINKOWSKI PLANE
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1.

Plane unsymmetric Minkowski geometry is given by a proper convex body
Z in the affine plane and a point 0 E int Z. Z is called the indioatrix of the geometry; it defines a pseudonorm for any vector x: Write
x = OX, then
II xII
Then

II xII ;;;. 0,
II axil
II x +

all xII

=
X

I

=

II xII

inf A
=

if

IXc

AZ.

only if

0

(1 )

x

o,

a;;;' 0 ,

II .;;;; II xII + II x I II .

The pseudonorm is a norm, II axil = Ia I II xII for all x and all a E R, if and
only if Z is symmetric of center 0, Z = -Z. (All operations of vector
algebra will be taken for the origin at 0). The elementary geometry of
the symmetric Minkowski plane was studied in detail by C.M.Petty [9],
we are interested in the unsymmetric case. Although we are going to
use trigonometry and analytic geometry, no smoothness conditions will
be imposed on Z.
We shall parametrize the convex curve az by t, two times its polar
area function in the sense of polar coordinates, relative to a fixed
polar axis. (For an arbitrary monotone and continuous parameter T on

aZ, t is a Stieltjes integral

t

=

JT

det(z(cr),dz(cr)) ). Let

i

b,.the

To

dual of Z [7). The curve aY will be referred to s, two times the area
function in the sense of polar coordinates computed from the polar axis.
In a homothety of ratio c, the area of Z is multiplied by c 2 and that
of Y by c- 2 Since (1) is affine and the dual is an affine covariant
of Z, we may normaZize the geometry by requiring
Area (Z)

"-

=

Area (Y) .

We shall assume from now on that we work with a normalized geometry
(or, that we have defined the unit area so as to make the original body Z of area equal totha t of its duaI.'). One dm show that 313/2';;;; II.;;;; 7T
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in general, where IT denotes the area common to Z and Y [5] . For symmetric geometries, 212 ~ IT ~ TI.
To any vector z(t) from 0 to az there correspond all vectors yes) from
to ay for which z(t).y(s) = 1. Therefore, if Y is the image of
in

Y

o

the rotation of angle -~ and center 0, the relation between the isop~
rimetrix Y [2]

and the indicatrix is given by
det(y(s),z(t))

(2)

= 1 .

Since Y also is a proper convex body, .it defines a norm Ixl. The rela
tion (2) defines a map ~ of the circle S = R/2 IT onto arcs of S:
~(t)

by:

-y[~(t)]

=

{aCt)

~

s

~

bet)}

is the oriented direction of a support line of Z at z(t),

z (t)
Fig. 1

where we denote by
a) aCt)

=

~(t)

any s E

The map

~

satisfies

bet) if Z has a unique line of support at z(t)

b) int~(tl) n in~(t2) ~ 0
c)

~(t).

implies

~(tl)

= ~(t2)

U ~(t) = S.
te:s

Since the dual of the dual is the original convex body, (2) defines
in the same way a map ~(s) = {A(s) ~ t ~ B(s)}, with properties a)-c)
for s. Clearly, s E ~ 0 ~(s), t E ~ 0 ~(t). For the endpoints of the
intervals we shall write aCt) = ~_(t), bet) = ~+(t). Similarly, the
interval ~(s) is written ~_(s) ~ ~(s) ~ ~+(s).
We shall pair vectors in a frame
[

yes)]
z (t)

or

[

-z

(t)]

yes)
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only if s = ~(tl, t
the matrix in

[

yes)]
z (t)

Since the frames are unimodular, so is

~(s).

cm s (s, s 0 )

[

(3)

-sm(so,t)

whose elements are the trigonometria funations of the geometry. It
follows that the "cosine" function cm is "even",

and the "sine" functions sm and st are odd:
sm(so' t)

-sm(s,t o )

st(to's)

-st(t,so)

As a consequen~e, we drop the in~ices of the cm-functions since the
arguments alone identify the funotions. These functions have be"ln studied.
in detail in [5] for smooth indicatrices; here we note only that
s,so

E

~(t)

implies cm(s,so)

sm(so,t)

t,to

E ~(s)

implies cm(to,t)

stet,s)

=

=

sm(s,t)
st(to's)

o
o

Let t*,s* be the values of t and s, respectively, for which z(t*) has
the direction of -z(t), y(s*) the direction of -yes). Then
sm(so,t)
st(to's)

o
o

implies

so

~

(t)

or

implies

t

~(s)

or

o

so

~

(t*)

~

(s*)

2.

All triangles will be oriented. For a triangle ABC, the leg a is the
-+
vector a = BC. All notations allow for cyclic permutations. We write
a = "a"Z(t a ) = laIY(sa); this defines the angle variables. We have to
distinguish several notions of orthogonality (really, transversality in the sense of the Calculus of Variations).
A vector v is orthogonaZ to a vector x = "x"Z(t) if v = IvIY(s),
s = ~ (t). The orthogonal direction is unique only if ~ (t) is a singlE'
point. A vector v is orthogonaZ from x = IxIY(s) if v = UvUZ(t),
t = ~(s). An aZtitude ha is a vector orthogonal from A to a. The
height is Ihal. The area

~

=

l

det(h ,a)
a

=

l

~

of the triangle is

UaUlh I det(Y(sh ),Z(t ))
a

a

a

=

l

UaUlhal.

(4)

This is the Minkowski form of the area formula; it allows for cyclic
permutation. Without the norm defined by Y, UalilihaU = UbUUhbU
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= IIcllllh II holds_only i f Z and Yare homothetic, i.e., i f they are
c
Radon curves; this is a theorem of Tamassy [10].
From a+b+c

=

0 we get the cosine theorem
(5)

for the components in the direction of Zeta) and the sine theorem
IIbll

(6)

for the transversal components. The sm-function was first defined by
Busemann [2] who also found the sine theorem (for symmetric metric)
from the area formula
b.

= "21

det(a,b)

i

lIalillbll sm(<p(t) ,t b ) .

In the norm of Y, the formula

b. =

i

lallbl st(~(sa),sb) which yields
(7)

We say that ABC is a right triangle if b
-c

lIaIlZ(t a ) + IbIY(<p(t a ))
= lI-dl[cm(ta,t~)Z(ta)

or

-

sm(<p(ta),t~)y(<p(ta))]

II all

II-cllcm(ta,t~)

= IIcll!cm(tc,t~) !cm(ta,t~)

Ibl

II-cll!sm(<p(t a
),t*)!c
= IIcll!cm(t ,t*) sm(<p(s ),t*)!
e cae

Since the determinant of the matrix in (3) is 1,
lI_cll 2

=

II-cllcm(t a , t~)II-cllcm(t~, tal + II-ell sm(<p(t) it~)II-dlst(t~,<p(ta))

we obtain the generalization of the theorem of Pythagoras
(8)

This leads to a characterization of euclidean geometry. We start with
LEMMA 1. If cm(to,t)

= cm(t,t o )

for all t,to then the geometry is

eualidean.

Denote the matrix in (3) by M(t,to;s,so). From the composition formula M(t1,t;sl,s)M(t,to;s,so) = M(t1,to;sl'so) and the fact that the
nal elements in M are equal it follows that M is of the form
M

diag~
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1

A coordinate transformation of matrix
all M into the form [a
±b

diag(1,lql-Z) then transforms

bJ. Since Z is convex, Z is in the halfplaa

ne of the line of direction y(so) through z(to) that contains 0, therefore
(9)

(The inequality in absolute value holds only in symmetric geometries).
For t sufficiently close to to' the diagonal elements in M are positive and < 1 in absolute value. Since det M = 1 = a Z + b Z and a Z < 1,
it follows that q is negative and M is a rotation matrix. Since q is
the same for all M, all M are rotation matrices and both Z and Yare
the unit circle.
If

cm(t~,ta)

= Acm(ta,t~)

for all directions a and c with A indepen-

dent of a and c, it follows by a change of names that A
geometry is euclidean by the lemma.
If

=

1 and the

st(ta,~(t*c)) = psm(~(t
for all directions with constantuit
"
a ),t*)
c

follows that the linear dependence of

Y(~

(to)) and Y (~(t)) implies

the linear dependence of Z(to) and Z(t):" to

= 'II

0

~(to)'

t

= 'II

0

~(t).

Therefore ~ (and'll) are point-valued functions, Z and Yare rotund
ovals. Also, the map by oppositely oriented parallel lines of support
is the map which commutes with ~ (and'll). Hence, both Z and Y are sy~
metric ovals. From the composition formula of the matrices M we get
the addition formulas
sm(so,t Z)

sm(sl,tZ)cm(sl,so)+cm(t1,tZ)sm(so,t 1 )

st(to'sz)

cm(sZ,sl)st(to,sl)+st(t1,sz)cm(to,t l )·

Under our hypothesis, we either have p
multaneously

=

(10)

0 which is impossible or si-

st(to'sz)

st(tl,sZ)cm(tl,to)+cm(tl,tZ)st(to,slJ

st(to'sz)

st(tl,sZ)cm(to,tl)+cm(tz,tl)st(to,sl)

Since the directions toitl,tz are arbitrary, they can be chosen so
that st(to,sl)

=

0, st(t l ,s2) i O. Therefore, the crn-function is sym-

metric and the geometry is euclidean by Lemma 1. We have proved:
PROPOSITION 1. If there exists a constant A or a constant p suoh that
either

lI-cll 2

Allallz"i: f(a,b)lbI Z

or

lI-cli Z

g(a,b)lIaIi Z + plbl Z

holds for all right triangles, then the geometry is euoZidean.
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3.

One of the definitions of an angle bisector in euclidean geometry is
the set of centers of the circles that touch both legs of an angle.
For the isoperimetric inequality, the Minkowski analog of a euclidean
circle is the isoperimetrix [3,5] and its homothetic images. The center of the circle is the image of 0 in the homothety. The radius of
the circle is the ratio of homothety, or the I I-norm of any vector from
the center to the circumference.
DEFINITION. A Y-bisector of ABC is the set of centers of the circles
that touch two of the lines that carry the legs of the triangle in one
fixed angle domain. An interior bisector is a bisector that contains
interior points of the triangle and a vertex as endpoint. A bisector
that is not interior is exterior. All bisectors are continua that
have a vertex as only relative boundary point.
Since all circles that touch two concurrent rays are homothetic images of one another in homotheties centered at the vertex, each bisector is a straight ray through that vertex. Two concurrent straight Ii
nes define four concurrent-bisectors, they form two straight lines on
ly in symmetric geometry. By construction, the intersection of two Ybisectors of a triangle is the center of a tritangent circle :
PROPOSITION 2. The interior Y-bisectors of a triangle are concurrent.
There are three triples consisting of two

e~terior

and one interior

T-bisector each.

The existence of the points of intersection is an easy consequence of
Pasch's axiom.
The point of concurrence of the three interior bisectors is the cenrer
I of the incircle, the homothetic image of Y tangent to the three sides of the triangle. The contact is oriented if both ABC and ay are
positively oriented. Let Ia be a point of contact of the incircle and
a. Then a is orthogonal to IIa and the area of LBC is }rllall. Therefore, for p

=

i-

[II all + II bll + II ell], we have
h. =

pr

( 11 )

just as in euclidean geometry.
Another definition of the bisect·or of an angle is as axis of symmetry
or as line making equal but opposite angles with the legs:
DEFINITION. An sm-bisector of a and b at C is a line of direction parameter t directed towards C for which sm(~(ta),t) = sm(~(tb),t).
PROPOSITION 3. The sm-bisectors are the Y-bisectors.
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If 3Y is not strictly convex then the incircle and a will have a segment in common and for some ~(ta) and some ~(tb) the condition is satisfied. Let Ia be the point on 3yna for which s(IIa) =
I III a

det(IIa,Z(t a ))

~(ta)'

Then

= det(IC,Z(t a )) = "IC"det(Z(t),Z(t a ))

-" IC" sm(~ (t a ), t)
Therefore, there exists Ib such that IIa = lIb and I is the center of
a circle of radius IIa which touches both legs (and this holds for
every point on the bisector, not just the incenter).
A similar theory holds for Z- and st-bisectors.

4.
DEFINITION. The pe~pendiauta~ Z-bi8eato~ of a segment AB is the set
of all points P for which IIPAII = IIPBII. The pe~pendiauZa~ Y-bi8eato~
is defined by IPAI = IPBI. A Z-(Y-) midpoint of AB is a point of the
intersection of AB and its Z-(Y-) perpendicular bisector.
The Z-bisector of a segment may have nonzero twodimensional measure.
For example, in the normalized geometry for which Z is the square of
side length 23/4 parallel the axes with center at 0, let AB be a segment parallel the y-axis of length 2a < 23/4; From the endpoints A,B
we draw the lines parallel the diagonals of Z and get the diamond
ACBD. Then for any P in one of the exterior vertical angles at C and
D (the shaded domains in fig.2), II PAil '= IIPBII. All bisectors are zerodimensional if Z and Yare rotund.

, - - ' - - - - - - - - - --j

.

A
/>-- • _

.. _ . -

• _. _. -. -

Fig.2

.....
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PROPOSITION 4. The Z-(or Y-) midpoint of any segment is unique.
For P E AB, the ratio of division A = IIPAII /IIPBII is strictly monotone
increasing and continuous, by the first and third properties of the
pseudonorm. It increases from 0 to ~ , therefore it is = 1 at exactly
one point.
In unsymmetric geometry there is no direct connection between the bi. sector sets in the two halfplanes defined by the line AB. For example,
in the geometry defined by a triangle Z and a point 0 E int Z,the Z- b.!.
sectors p,p' of the segment PB, P = BOnb, are the rays complementary
to the segments OC,OA. For any other segment PIQI' PI E b, QI E a,

oE

PIQI' the bisector PI in the halfplane opposite C is p but the

bisector pi in the halfplane of C is the union of a segment OS on OC
and a ray parallel p'.
B

Fig. 3

A point R on that ray can be found as follows: Since IIRQIII

=

IIRPIII ,

RQIP I is homothetic to a triangle OQ*P*; there is a one-to-one corres
pondence between Q* E BA and R. The center X of the homothety is
b n QIQ*; R is the intersection of XO and the line through Q1 parallel
Q*O. The locus of R is a conic as intersection of two projectively r~
lated pencils of lines (through 0 and Ql)' The line OQl corresponds
to itself in the projectivity. Hence, the projectivity is a perspectivity and the conic is a double line. Since Q* + A implies X + A, AO is
an asymptote, i.e. SR II AO. S is found byQl S II BO.
Busemann [3] has shown that in any symmetric G-space the perpendicul~
bisectors are flat only if the geometry is Klein. The bisector of a
symmetric Minkowski geometry are flat only if the geometry is euclidean.
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The theorem can be extended to unsymmetric Minkowski geometry using
an argument of Blaschke.
PROPOSITION S. A geometry in which all Z-(or Y-) perpendicular

bise~

tors are straight lines is euclidean. The same conclusion holds if
every Z- (or Y-) perpendicular bisector is the union of two straight
rays and if. in addition. the

Z-

(Y~)

perpendicular bisectors of two

'segments AB, CD intersecting at their common midpoint have only that
midpoint in common.

Let M be the midpoint of AB. (We use only Z, the argument for Y is
identical). We prove first that the bisectors are straight lines if
for any other segment CD with midpoint M the bisectors of AB and CD
have only M in common. We may assume without loss of generality that
M=O, 1I0AII = 1I0BII = 1. Let r l ,r 2 be the two rays that form the bisector.
For PErl' let OA'B' be the homothetic image of PAB in the map that
brings Ponto 0 and A' ,B' E az. Clearly, A'B' II AB. IIPOII --+
implies
IIA'B'II ~ o. Therefore, the line r l defined by r l intersects az at a
00

point P" where a support line is parallel AB. The other point on dZ
with support line parallel AB is r 2 n az by the same argument. By hypothesis, the couples of points of parallel support are in 1-1 order
preserving correspondence with the directions through 0: no point of
az has more than one support line and no line more than one support
point; az is rotund (strictly convex and smooth). For AB fixed,
A' --+ B' defines an affine relation of axis r l in the terminology of
Veblen and Young [11] in one halfplane of AB. I f r 2 "

rl

then at least

one of A or B would admit two distinct support lines, since the support line at A cannot be the image of the support line at B in two
elations with different axes. Hence, r l and r 2 are collinear.
Now let

0AB

be the affine extension of the map A'--+ B'. The

0AB

genera-

te a group of affine maps that admit 0 as fixed point and Z as invariant convex body. Therefore, the group is linear and bounded, it is
conj uga te to an orthogonal group ([7], prop. 14 -1 0), Z is an ell ipse
and the geometry is euclidean.
The Z-midpointM a of a = BC is defined by II MaBIl

II Ma CII. Since

II Ma BIIZ(t:) = IIMaCllcm(ta,t:)Z(t.), we have

1M BI

_a_ =

1M a ci

Icm (t

,t *)

•

I

(1 2)

a

The Z-medians of ABC are the lines AMa,BMb,CM c . Then we have from
Ceva's theorem [61: The Z-medians of a triangle are concurrent if and
only i f
-1 •

(13)
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The Z-medians are concurrent for all triangles if (13) holds for all
triples of directions. For a degenerate triangle we have, for example,
tb ----> t a , tc ----> t; and therefore cm(t;,t a ) = -1 'for all directions
tao That means for s*
[

Y(s*)]
Z(t*)

~(t*),

E

=

s

E

-1

[

-sm(s,t*)

~(t)

that

st(t,s*)] [Yes)]
-1
Z(t)

Since the determinant is 1, either st(t,s*) = 0 or sm(s,t*) = O. It
follows from the convexity of Z that st and sm are continuous functions of sand t. Therefore, 0 ~ s,t ~ ZIT is the union of a countable
set of intervals on which either Z(t*) = -Z(t) or Y(s*) = -yes). The
construction of the dual can be given a local version: If az is
r = reel in euclidean polar coordinates and !!(6) = cos 6 i + sin 6 i
then the local dual is the envelope of ,the lines !!( 6) . r. = 1/r, [7].
Therefore, the local symmetry of az implies that of ay, sm(s,t*) =
= st(t,s*) = 0:
PROPOSITION 6. The Z-medians of a geometry are concurrent for aZZ
triangZes i f and onZy if the geometry is symmetric. In that case, the
Z-medians are the affine medians and the Y-medians.

5.
In euclidean geometry, the altitudes are concurrent at the orthocenter. A definition of the orthocenter derived from the euclidean theory of circles was studied by Asplund and Grunbaum [1], their results
are valid for unsymmetric metrics and lead to a characterization of
the geometries defined by strictly convex, symmetric ovals. Golab and
Tamassy [4] proved that the altitudes are concurrent in Radon geometries. The only symmetric Radon curve is the circle, this is a charac
terization of euclidean geometry.
A triangle is isosceZes in the Z-norm if "a" = "b", it is equiZateral
if "a" = "b" = "c". By the sine theorem, a triangle is isosteles if
and only if sm(~(tc),ta) = sm(~(tb),tc)' It is not obvious that equilateral triangles exist for all directions of the legs. Without loss
of generality, we assume "a" = "b"
"c" = 1. For a = OA, an equilateral exists if A E ZZ* = -2Z. For a symmetric metric, Z = -Z and the
condition is always satisfied:
PROPOSITION 7. In symmetric metric, equilateral triangles exist for
every direction of the Zeg a.
~I

The proposition does not hold for all unsymmetric metrics. Since
Z n -Z # 0, we can only say that equilateral triangles exist for a
set of directions with positive linear measure. An example is the geQ
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metry given by oZ the triangle (0,1) , (±1,-3), 0 at the origin. The
admissible directions OA are those for which the y-coordinate of A
•

1.S

;;.

1
-2.

Plg.4

The theory of equilateral triangles can be expected to be simple only
for symmetric metrics. A few sample theorems:
PROPOSITION 8. In symmetria metria, an

e~terior

Y-biseator of the
equaZ Zegs of a Z-isosaeZes triaOngZe is paraZZeZ to the basis.

UaU = U-bU implies smC.Cta),t c ) = smC.Ct:),t c ); the direction of the
bisector is that of c. By a similar argument, we get:
PROPOSITION 9. In symmetria metria, an interior Z-biseator of the
equaZ Zegs of a Y-isosaeZes triangZe is the aZtitude from base to
verte~.

The interior Z-bisector is the st-bisector and satisfies
stC~Cs:),s). For an isosceles triangle,

Hence, s

c

stC~Csa)'s)=

= s and ~Cs 0) is the direction of the normal from the basis.
c

In this way; many theorems of elementary geometry become valid in an
appropriate interplay of the two norms; for theorems of differential

28~

and integral geometry see [8].
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